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Bill Proenza, the controversial director of the National Hurricane Center who was replaced Monday, was out of line
when he stirred up fears over the future of hurricane forecasts, his predecessor said Tuesday.

"There was a major disconnect between Bill and the center. He was misstating their views on hurricane programs,"
said Max Mayfield, the center's former director who retired in January.

"I don't doubt his motives were good and that he wanted to get more funding for the hurricane center, but I have to
go with the staff on this one."

Mayfield disagreed with Proenza's predictions that the loss of an aging weather satellite commonly known as
QuikSCAT within the next two years would seriously jeopardize hurricane forecasts.

Other satellites, including a European weather satellite, could provide adequate information to forecasters until an
improved replacement for QuikSCAT can be placed in orbit, he said. Such a replacement is not expected for seven to
nine years.

Mayfield called Ed Rappaport, Proenza's acting replacement, a "first-class act" and a "darn good forecaster" who
has worked in almost every aspect of the center.

Craig Fugate, director of Florida's division of emergency management, said he also has complete confidence in
Rappaport as a hurricane forecaster.

Sen. Mel Martinez, R-Fla., said at a briefing for congressional members and staff that "I know there's been a little
turbulence in the air down there (at the hurricane center), but I have complete confidence in Mr. Rappaport."

As the hurricane center undergoes a change in leadership, Congress is moving forward with new initiatives to
combat setbacks in weather satellite programs and increase funding for hurricane research and development.

Bills in the House and Senate were recently introduced to implement a multiagency and multidisciplinary research
initiative presented earlier this year by the National Science Board. The initiative calls for $300 million to fund urgently
needed hurricane research and to integrate agencies such as the National Science Foundation, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, NASA and FEMA.
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The money would be distributed among the federal agencies to pay for weather prediction technology, the
assessment of coastal building practices, disaster response, and other hurricane-related initiatives. And the bill would
make NOAA and NASA the lead agencies among the hurricane-research groups. Currently, NOAA does not have this
power.

The Senate bill has been introduced by Sens. Bill Nelson, D-Fla., and Martinez and the House bill introduced by
Rep. Alcee Hastings, D-Miramar.

The research that would come out of the initiative could lead to better weather satellites, experts said. With more
funding, scientists could continue developing QuikSCAT's replacement, which is expected to provide higher-resolution
images and see through heavy rainfall, said Judith Curry, a professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology.

Nelson said he is pushing the chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, for a
hearing on the hurricane research legislation. Today, the committee is holding a hearing on the future of weather
forecasting and QuikSCAT.
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